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ABSTRACT

Superconducting NbN hot-electron bolometer (HEB) mixer devices have been

fabricated and measured at 350 GHz. The HEB is integrated with a double dipole

antenna on an extended crystalline quartz hyper hemispherical substrate lens.

Heterodyne measurement gave a -3 dB bandwidth, mainly determined by the electron-

phonon interaction time, of about 680 and 1000 MHz for two different films with

Tc = 8.5 and 11 K respectively. The measured DSB receiver noise temperature is around

3000 K at 800 MHz IF frequency. The main contribution to the output noise from the

device is due to electron temperature fluctuations with the equivalent output noise

temperature TFL-100 K. TH, has the same frequency dependence as the IF response.

The contribution from Johnson noise is of the order of T. The RF coupling loss is

estimated to be = 6 dB. The film with lower Tc, had an estimated intrinsic low-frequency

conversion loss = 7 dB, while the other film had a conversion loss as high as 14 dB. The

difference in intrinsic conversion loss is explained by less uniform absorption of

radiation. Measurements of the small signal impedance shows a transition of the output

impedance from the DC differential resistance Rd=dV/dI in the low frequency limit to

the DC resistance R0=Uoff0 in the bias point for frequencies above 3 GHz. We judge

that the optimum shape of the IV-characteristic is more easily obtained at THz

frequencies where the main restriction in performance should come from problems with

the RF coupling.
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INTRODUCTION

There is a continuos need of improved heterodyne receivers for radio astronomy at

terahertz frequencies. Mainly one type mixer device is currently in use at and above

1 THz, namely the Schottky diode mixer [I]. The sensitivity is however lower than what

is required for several planned projects. The low noise InSb hot-electron bolometer

mixers, used up to about 800 GHz [2], have an IF bandwidth of about 2 MHz, which is

too narrow for many applications. Nb trilayer SIS quasi-particle tunnel junctions [3] are

very sensitive mixer devices, but so far only for frequencies below the energy gap of Nb

GHz). There are however different types of new promising hot-electron

bolometric devices under development; 2DEG devices using the temperature dependent

mobility of a 2-dimensional electron gas [4], and superconducting hot electron

bolometers (HEB) utilizing the electron temperature dependent resistance in

superconducting narrow thin film strips [5-7]. The mixer performance of the Nb HEB

mixer at 20 GHz is promising [6], however the bandwidth of Nb devices, determined by

the electron-phonon interaction time, te-ph, is narrow (---90 MHz). An improved

bandwidth of Nb mixers is obtained in very short devices [8]. The response or hot

electron temperature relaxation time is reduced when the electron diffusion time out from

the device is shorter than the electron-phonon interaction time. A bandwidth of about

2 GHz has been measured [7] in this type of device. It is also possible to obtain a larger

bandwidth with materials with shorter te..ph. We show here that it is possible to have a

bandwidth larger than 1 GHz with NbN devices. NbN has a larger energy gap than Nb,

why a larger signal frequency is required to get uniform absorption in the film at low

temperatures, which is required for optimum mixer performance. At THz frequencies

this is fulfilled , i.e. the energy gap NbN(T)<h
v /2. However, for the current

measurements at 350 GHz, the device has to be heated up to within 1 K below erc to

obtain A<hv/2. For the heated sample, measured noise, conversion gain and impedance

agrees reasonably well with theory. Improved agreement is expected at higher signal

frequencies.

THE NbN HEB DEVICE

The HEB devices are made of NbN films, either 100 or 200 A thick. The films are

patterned to form 11 parallel, 1.5 gm wide and 5 gm long strips. The devices are

integrated with double dipole antennas [9] on extended hemispherical crystalline-quartz

substrate lenses DK The NbN-films are DC magnetron sputtered [11] on non-heated

substrates and patterned by conventional photo-lithography and plasma etching (30 sccm

He + 10 sccm CF4 (incl. 8% 02). The antenna and contacts are made of 3000 A Nb +

a 1500 A thick layer of Au, patterned by lift-off. We have tested two film of different
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quality. Devices made from the first 200 A thick film, represented by the typical device

#A, has lower To critical current lc, unpumped resistive state current Joo, and surface

resistance R s , than device #B, made from a much thinner (=WO A) film of higher quality,

see table I. However, together with the improved Ioo and Tc, is a degradation of the

superconducting transition width ATc, see Fig. 1. This figure also shows that device #B

has a foot structure in the R(T) curve. Future devices will be made on Si substrates with

contacts made of =3000 A thick Au without the additional Nb layer. This will improve

the film quality with respect to transition width, and prevent possible degradation by

Andreev reflections [12] in the NbN-Nb interface, which could be important if the

devices are made much shorter.

11 12 13 14 15
Temperature [K]

Fig. 1. Plot a) shows R(T) and dR/dT for device #A, and plot b) shows the same for device #B.
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TABLE I

# d Rs 
1)

RN')

[
A] [n] [a]

dR/dT Tc2) Tc3)

t
a

Xi [IQ [IC}

ATc loo

[K] DIA] Dthi

A 200 390 122 190 8.5 8.8 0.5 1900 600
B 100 500 150 110 11 12.6 14) 3150 1130 
I) At room temperature
2)At onset of resistance
3)At maximum dR/dT
4)Excluding the foot structure.

MEASUREMENT SET-UP

The measurements are made with the mixer mounted in a LHe cooled vacuum

cryostat. Attached to the mixer mount are a resistive heater and a thermometer for

temperature control. Signal and LO are combined with a 50 1.tm thick Mylar beamsplitter

and fed to the mixer through a Teflon window and Fluorogold IR shield in the cryostat

wall. The LO source is a 310-370 GHz BWO (Carcinotron), and the signal is obtained

from a SBV quintupler pumped by a 70 GHz Gunn oscillator. Bandwidth and output

noise measurements are made with a wideband (0.02-4 GHz) room temperature IF

amplifier, while for mixer noise measurements a cooled 680 to 920 MHz balanced low

noise amplifier' together with a cooled bias 2-T are included in the IF chain. The output

IF signal is registered on a spectrum analyser. Alignment of the set-up was done with the

device in detection mode. The LO path was adjusted to obtain maximum reduction of

bias current, while the signal path was adjusted using a lock-in amplifier to observe the

response to the low-frequency modulated signal.

We have estimated the losses on the RF-side to he roughly about 5-7 dB. See Table IL

TABLE II

Mylar beamsplitter 1

Teflon window 0.5

Fluorogold IR shield

Quartz lens

Back lobe

Beam coupling 0.5

TOTAL loss = 6 dB

I Supplied by R.Bradely, NRAO; Noise temperature 6 K and .--17 dB gain at 14 K.

2 Radiall R44353533000-9437 bias-T, 0.1-1.5 GHz
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BIAS POINTS

Fig. 2 shows typical IV-characteristics for the device with optimum bias points.

Depending on the physical temperature of the device and frequency of the IF output

signal, it is possible to find different optimum bias points. For low temperatures the IV

characteristic has a hysteretic behaviour with a critical current lc* 0. In this case, for

output frequencies not too far above the IF bandwidth the optimum bias point is found

just beside the unstable region at the transition from the resistive state to the

superconducting state. At these low temperatures and relatively large DC-powers, it is

reasonable to believe that resistive domains are responsible for the resistive state, where

also the main part of radiation is absorbed.

Voltage

Fig. 2. Schematic of the optimum bias points and ranges for different temperatures and LO-powers for

device #A. a shows the optimum bias point for low fw at low temperatures, and b shows the optimum bias

range at high temperatures. This difference is probably valid only as long as the signal frequency v at low

temperatures is less than 2,61h. For higher v the conversion should not be improved by an increased

temperature (reduced /.1) for fw close to the IF bandwidth.

For IF frequencies a few times the IF bandwidth a shift of the optimum bias is

observed. The optimum no longer found in "one point" for the lowest bias voltages, but

there is instead an optimum bias-range at higher voltages (Fig. 2). For higher

temperatures, when the supercurrent is suppressed, lc = 0, the same kind of shift in

optimum bias is found. At these higher temperatures the energy gap is reduced, and the

radiation can be more uniformly absorbed over the whole film. A shift of optimum bias

can also be found when the superconductivity is suppressed by increased LO-power

instead of thermal heating. Moreover, for a certain range of temperatures or LO power, it

is possible to find two optimum biases, one point just at the instability and one wide

region for higher bias.
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We believe there are two different mixing modes at high and low temperatures, i.e. at

the bias point close to the instability and in regions of higher bias. We have also seen

that the mixing mechanism dominating for larger bias has a wider bandwidth. A possible

explanation is that at higher temperatures the resistive state is most likely due to vortex

flow (more uniform), while at lower temperatures a slow motion of the domain walls

contributes to the signal at low III.

MIXER CONVERSION AND BANDWIDTH

The mixer conversion gain is given by Eq. 1 [6, 13].

G =2(Co 10)2 1Z„ ' L°T, 1.12 \ 1 C°I;

2 \-1

RL. Roki(L+1`0)

2 R , RL—Ro (1)

where xPL0, RL, Ro is the absorbed LO-power, load resistance, and bolometer DC-

resistance respectively, and

C= C0 10
2 =

/2 dR 1,2 Rd 

dP dO Ge — Rd ±
(2)

C is sometimes called the self-heating parameter, 0 is the electron temperature, Ge the

thermal conductivity between the electron system and the lattice, and Rd the DC

differential resistance. Since the response of the HEB as bolometer is the same to DC

and RF-power, these two can be compared in the IV-characteristic, and an estimation of

the absorbed LO power and conversion gain can be made [6].

The two HEB devices described above have been compared in heterodyne

measurements at 350 GHz. The IF bandwidth of device #B, with a larger Tc, shows an

improved bandwidth (1000 MHz) compared to #A (680 MHz) (Fig. 3 and 4). This

agrees qualitatively with the experimental data on the temperature dependence of the

electron-phonon relaxation time [14] since

Bandwidth' 2 rrmix cx re_ph 8-1.6 (3)
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Fig. 3. IF response of sample #A at 4.5 K and 7.6 K.
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Fig. 4. IF response of sample #B at 11.6 K.

According to Eq. 1 and 2, a film of higher quality with a narrower transition width

ATc, i.e. larger dR/cle at Tc, should have better conversion gain since it will give a larger

self-heating parameter C. Device #A had an intrinsic conversion gain of -7 to -8 dB,

estimated by Eq. (1), with an optimum absorbed LO power of 2 p,W, while the

conversion gain of device #B (with larger lc) was estimated to be -14 dB with an

optimum absorbed LO power of 15 4W. In both cases the physical temperature had to be

adjusted to obtain the largest possible bandwidth since the photon energy of the pump-

power was not high enough to be uniformly absorbed at low temperatures. The physical

temperature was therefore within 1 K below T. The reduced gain for sample #B can be

explained by the shape of the IV-characteristic (Fig. 5).
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5 10 15 20

Voltage [mV]

Fig. 5. Pumped and unpunriped IV-characteristics for device #A and #B , with optimum bias points for
fIF

= 800 MHz. For device #B the difference between the curves thermally heated and heated by LO is

much larger than for device #A.

The difference between the pumped and thermally heated IV-curve is large. The

pumped curve for device #B has a smaller differential resistance, which is not much

larger than Ro and gives a smaller self heating parameter C (Eq. 2), and thus smaller gain

(Eq. 1). Moreover, film #B, with smaller maximum dR/dT, has a foot structure

extending about 1 K below Tc (Fig. lb), making the transition width even larger. This

could be a reason for the degraded IV-characteristic. The value for C which is obtained

from Ro and dRicIT (Fig lb and Eq. 6) is larger than one which is obviously not correct

as it indicates that there should be a negative differential resistance (dU/dI<O) of the DC

IV-characteristic in the bias point. We therefore make the conclusion that neither is the

electron temperature given by Tc, i.e. the electrons are not uniformly heated. The quality

of NbN film on quartz substrates are worse (e.g. foot structure) than the films made on

sapphire or silicon. We expect to obtain improved results with film made on such

substrates.

One possible reason for a smaller bandwidth, or increased response at low

frequencies for low temperatures (Figs. 3 and 4), when radiation is only absorbed in

resistive domains, could be the slow heat redistribution within the domain. At low

temperatures the estimated conversion gain is as high as -1 dB. This value for the gain is

only valid in the low frequency limit, i.e. for zero IF frequency, and decreases rapidly

with frequency. Above a`certain frequency the gain at low temperatures will be less than

the gain at high temperatures. Thus estimations of conversion gain for fw-�0 with Eq. 1

is only possible when the IF response is flat below the IF bandwidth, defined by

fmax,-(27rim ix)- 1 . This is not the case for NhN at low temperatures. For Nb
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fmax=90 MHz, much less than fmax for NbN, and more or less coincide with the

increased response at low frequencies. An estimation of the gain at low temperatures for

frE-�0 is therefore more correct in the case of Nb films. However, it is predicted that the

IF response should always be flat when the signal frequencies f 5>2A/h, i.e. one has

uniform heating. Thus there will be a flat response even at the lowest temperature when

the signal frequency is large enough.

IMPEDANCE

An attempt has been made to measure the small-signal IF output impedance in the

frequency range between 1 MHz and 5 GHz for sample #A at a temperature of about 1 K

below Tc (Fig. 6). It was possible to detect a small influence on the HEB from the

measurement signal of the network analyser, why this measurement should only be used

as a guide of the general behaviour of the output impedance of the HEB. The

temperature and bias of the operating point is chosen to give the maximum IF signal at

800 MHz (centre frequency of IF amplifier). In the low frequency limit up to about

100 MHz, the impedance is real and approximately equal to the DC differential

Fig. 6. A rough measurement to show the general behaviour of the resistive and reactive parts of the

NbN HEB small signal IF impedance. The measurement was done in the optimum bias point with respect

to the conversion gain at 800 MHz IF frequency. The solid lines are fitted curves obtained from Eq. (4).

The values used for Rd Ro, and Timp are inserted in the plot.

resistance in the bias point (115 K2). At 1 GHz the real part of the impedance is about

65 C2 and for frequencies above 3 GHz it equals the DC resistance in the bias point

(37 C2). At about 300 MHz the reactive part of the impedance is maximum and about
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-40 O. For frequencies above 2 GHz (and below 300 MHz) it is close to zero. A rough

estimation of the impedance time constant Timp=550 ps can be made, taken as an average

of the two time constants given by the measured resistive and reactive parts of the

impedance, Eq. (4) [15].

Z(co)=Rd 
1 + joyrinip

1+ jwrinip 
R d (4)

where Rd is the DC differential resistance, i.e. Rd------2(0).

The impedance time constant can as well be derived from the mixing time constant,

truix=240 ps (fiF=680 MHz) as

' 
r unP :---'1 1 — C 1— c

r, Ro -- RL
r„,,,,( 1— C R° 

—RU 

(5)

where 're is the electron temperature relaxation time.

It is seen that Timp depends strongly on the self-heating parameter C, which can be

obtained in different ways according to

c = 12 dR1d8 
r9

V- ce 	9

or

dUldl R 
C = = 0.59

Ro

Eq. 5 gives itimp=640 Ps or 660 Ps with C from Eq. (6) and (7) respectively. Considering

the large uncertainty in the impedance measurements (the measured time constant for

the resistance is three times shorter than the time constant obtained from the reactance,
timp,Im=3 "timp,Re) the excellent agreement between the measured timp and trrux is

probably more or less a coincidence, as the accuracy of the measured timp is only within

a factor of 3-4. At low temperatures the low frequency impedance increases as the

differential resistance increases but we never obtain a measured value larger than 300 11,

even for a larger differential resistance. This demonstrates that a slow relaxation is

important for the low temperature resistive state and contributes even more at frequencies

below 1 MHz.

NOISE

The output noise of the mixer as well as the DSB receiver noise has been measured

for device #A and #B. The output noise temperature, Tou t , was measured by comparing

the noise levels obtained on a spectrum analyser connected to the IF port of the mixer,

(6)

(7)
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for the device biased in the point for maximum output power, with the noise level in

normal state at a temperature well above T. Thus

Pnoise,opt _Tou,(1 — L)+ T 

711 (1
—

 L)+TIFPnoiscnormal

where TT is the noise contribution from the room temperature IF amplifier + bias-T etc.,

Tj is the Johnson noise from the device in normal state working as an ordinary resistor,
)2

and L —( R0— Rd (8b)
R0 + Rd

is the corresponding mismatch loss, which is the same in normal state and in the bias

point since RN ---Rd (=HS 0) for #A. TT was measured by comparing the output noise

levels for the device in normal state at two temperatures, 77 and 300 K.

The output noise consists mainly of temperature fluctuation noise and Johnson noise, i.e.
Tout=TFL+

Tj . When the radiation is uniformly absorbed (v>26,/h) the electrons have an

equivalent temperature and Tj is approximately given by T. The temperature

fluctuation noise of #A has been measured over the frequency range 20 MHz to 2 GHz at

a temperature 7.6 K (about I K below Tic) [16], and at 6.8 K. This type of noise has the

same output frequency dependence as the IF signal. At 7.6 K it has an equivalent output

temperature TFL= 100 K within the IF band. At the lower temperature 6.8 K, where still

IC = 0, there is an overall increase of noise particularly towards lower frequencies

(Fig. 7).

(8)

1=6.8 K

• SI

00

ibe
MO 0

• 40

T.7.6 K.
cp •

•
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o •

10 100 1000

Frequency [MHz]

optimum bias for 800 MHz

tnix=240 ps 0 0

— .

Fig. 7. Output noise temperature due to thermal fluctuation of the electron temperature for sample #A. At

7.6 K this noise shows the same frequency dependence as the IF signal and is about 100 K within the IF

band, while for lower temperatures, the noise increases, particularly at lower frequencies.
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Fig. 8 gives a general idea of how the output noise is reduced with bias and through

heating of the film by different levels of pump power as the film approaches the normal

state. The physical temperature is 5 K, well below the temperature when the output noise

is flat within the IF-band. From the inset in Fig. 8 it is seen that heating by LO power at

this low temperature gives an IV-characteristic with much lower differential resistance

than what is obtained by thermal heating of the device. The heating is thus not uniform.

We can say very little on the origin of the enhanced noise towards lower temperatures,

where we meet a domain contribution, Figs. 7 and 8. It is probably different from the

equilibrium thermal fluctuation mechanism and can not be described by the same

formulas as the thermal fluctuation noise temperature [17]

Q 1
.1 3 = 1 . I t i • 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Bias voltage [m11}

Fig. 8. Output noise level as a function of bias voltage and pump power. The insert shows the IV-

characteristics for the different pump levels A, B and C. level A<B<C.

The contribution from TFL-i-Tj to the double sideband receiver noise temperature

within the IF band is given by

1 i
T

V= DSB ( 

r 
FL ± 7 1)(1— L) 200 K' 2G

where 0 is the estimated intrinsic conversion gain including IF losses dB.

Measurements of sample #A with a hot/cold (295/80 K) load facing the input signal

port, gave a DSB receiver noise temperature of about 3000 K. These measurements were

made within the band of the cooled IF-amplifier (680-920 MHz). This is outside the

maximum -3 dB bandwidth of device #A (f1F=680 MHz). From Fig. 3 it is seen that in

the middle of the amplifier band (800 MHz), and for a physical temperature about 1 K

below Tc, the mixer conversion is reduced to about L Bw----4 dB below the conversion at

low frequencies Lin t=7 dB (given by Eq. 1). In Fig. 7 it is seen that also the noise

contribution from temperature fluctuations has decreased, from RX) K to about 50 K at

(9)
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800 MHz. R(800) =70 SI, thus L is reduced from 0.155 to =0.05 (Fig.5). From Eq. 9 we

then obtain Tmix,DSB 360 K at 800 MHz. *Comparing this with the DSB noise

temperature obtained from hot/cold measurements, 3000 K, gives that we have an

additional loss on the RF side and in the mixer itself of about 8 dB. In TABLE I we have

estimated the RF losses to about L RF=6 dB, about dB below this value.
2

The noise contribution of the IF chain with the cooled amplifier was again measured

using the mixer device as a resistive load. The device is thus heated to its normal state in

a temperature range 340 degrees above the critical temperature Tc, where the output

noise level was measured for several temperatures. No bias current is applied to be sure

there will be no noise contribution from the device other than the Johnson noise. The

output power had the expected linear dependence on temperature, and gave a noise

contribution from the IF chain equal to 12 K.

With sample #B it was possible to measure the mixer noise within the bandwidth of

the mixer max1 GHz. The DSB receiver noise temperature was as high as 4700 K but

the output noise temperature due to thermal fluctuations was not more than TFL=50 K.

However, as was said previously, the intrinsic conversion gain was much worse for

sample #B, -14 dB compared to #A. With Rd.100 Tc=ll K we obtain Tmix,DsB

40
K from Eq. (9).*Comparing this value with T rec,DSB = 4700 K obtained from

4
hot/cold measurements, we have an additional loss of about k dB on the RF-side.

Notice that an error is introduced in the calculation of the output noise (Eq. 8) for

sample #A outside the IF bandwidth and for sample #B, since here Rd is not equal to RN.

Noise data is summarised in TABLE III.

TABLE III

G G* TFL T

[dB] [dB/ [K] [K] 1K] [KJ [K] [dB]

A 115 80 120 7 II 100 50 8.5 200 360 3000 g

B - 100 150 14 50 11 - '794 4700 8?
* At the IF frequency 800 MHz.

( 1) Hot/cold measurement , receivar no 4.e,A.feen,41.4re.

CONCLUSIONS

With heterodyne measurements of NbN HEB devices integrated with double dipole

antennas on quartz substrate lenses, we have shown that it is possible to obtain a

bandwidth larger than 1 GHz, and a conversion loss about 7 dB. The output noise is

* ir ) 0,1,4 13

Rd Rd* RN

421

- FL * 
TI TDSB TDSB TDSB(1) LRF

Trvoixi Ds & *I
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dominated by electron temperature fluctuations, and has an equivalent temperature of

about 100 K, with the same frequency dependence as the IF response. Hot/cold

measurements gives a DSB receiver noise temperature of about 3000 K. The small

signal IF impedance has been measured and we obtained an impedance time constant in

good accuracy with the mixing time constant. The measured low and high frequency

impedance equals the values obtained from the IV-characteristic. We have seen

indication of two different mixing regimes at low temperatures and high temperatures

when the signal frequency v>26./h.

The performance of the NbN HEB device can be improved in many ways. The RF

coupling losses should be possible to reduce by several dB. NbN films on quartz are of

worse quality than films on sapphire or silicon. Thus we expect improved results for

NbN devices on the latter substrates, where a sharp superconducting transition (dRidT is

large) can be obtained also for films with higher T. More experiments have to be

performed to find out if it is possible to obtain both the low output noise of sample #B

with the better conversion of sample #A. Further improvement is also expected for

signal frequencies v>2d/h.
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